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Wishing you & your family a Happy Hanukkah and a very Merry Christmas 
Thanks for supporting the LIARS. Please continue to support the needy by bringing wrapped gift for a deserving child to the mtg.  

Welcome to the 2019 Year End Edition 

 

Arriving at LIARS party in Days Of Olde 

 

 

We’ve started our 29
th

 year as a Club, let’s hope that we all stay healthy and that we can all attain some measure of 

prosperity.  Then perhaps we can build a new Club display…

MCB Contributors: Bernard Barth & Rich “Charlie” Manson  

LIARS Web Page http://www.liarsmodelcarbuilders.com/ 

The LONG ISLAND AUTO REPLICA SOCIETY (L.I.A.R.S.) Model Car Briefs is dedicated to bringing you the 

best and most up to date information about our great hobby of model buildi

Come Join the LIARS 

        Christmas Party 

http://www.liarsmodelcarbuilders.com/
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LIARS Unofficial Official 

HOT STUFF Dr. V: above pic from what year? 
Old & New 

There is no theme this month due to our 

annual Christmas Party. I would like to thank 

the LIARS Board for stepping up to the plate 

during my on-going health issues. 

From what I can deduce, our 2019 Model Car 

Challenge was a success, so we will have hot 

food. The menu includes sausage & peppers, 

baked ziti, 4ft Italian hero and a 4ft American 

hero. I would like to thank Pat Zurowski for 

ordering and picking up the hot food. I would 

like to thank the other members who picked 

up the refreshments, snacks, etc. 

   Remember that club members bring dessert. 

 

 Please bring a wrapped toy with boy &/or girl tag 

along with age range & food for the center’s needy. 

One last item as voted by the membership, the 

party is for PAID MEMBERS ONLY! That’s it for 

now.  

Rich r.argus@juno.com 

 
Some Words from the Editor At Large 

 

Good day to you my fellow LIARS &/or friend 

of the LIARS. 

Pat V. is attempting to formalize our rooster 

including your current phone number & email 

address so that the board can contact you in the 

event that a meeting needs to be cancelled due to 

e.g., weather. Please support this endeavor.  

With respect to lessons learned during 2019 

please route them via email to Paul Drago, our VP. 

The plan is to address each and every one at the 

January 2020 meeting. 

Rich was contacted by James R. (Bob) Hagerty, 

a STAFF REPORTER for the Wall Street Journal. 

Rich routed the request for Model Car Building 

info to Dr. V.  

“Bill, Thanks for talking to me today about 

modeling and LIARS! As discussed, I'd be 

interested in any pictures you could email me. 

I'll send you a link to the story when it comes out 

and let you know when it's in print. Bob” 

HOW ABOUT THAT! 
 

First Impressions 

 
It was a surprised to find the Model Cars issue # 

206 either in the mail or at your local hobby shop, 

B&N or …  

CONGRATS to Andy who has one of his models 

highlighted in the 1
st
 show, as well as, last show 

listed! Andy’s picture is also included within the 

last GSL show listing! 

 
 

 

  

mailto:r.argus@juno.com
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By Rich “Charlie” Manson 

 
 

After almost 9 months of not working on 

anything, I FINALLY finished this model...!!!  It is 

a curbside, resin kit of a 1956 Dodge that I got from 

Modelhaus before they closed up shop.  After 2 

failed attempts at a tri-color paint job, and 2 trips 

into the paint stripper bucket, I settled on a 

simpler, 2 color, black & white color scheme.  The 

wire wheels are from one of the Moebius Models 

Chrysler kits and the antenna was made from a 

short length of thin wire, a short piece of stainless 

steel tubing, and a piece of round plastic rod for the 

base. 

  
I am very happy to have finally completed this car.  

Now I only have one more car to finish for 1956 and 

then between plastic kits, resin kits, promos, and 

diecasts I’ll have every major car marque built for 

that year.  That one remaining car is a 1956 

Studebaker.  Hopefully it won’t take me 9 months. 

 

 

Thanks for looking in on this. I’m hoping that all is 

well with everyone.  Please all stay well. Rich 

 

Dr. V: And about time! I needed an article for the MCB. 

Hope all is well with you/yours, along with the Valenta's! 

Have a great Stress free Christmas!  

 

Bernard Barth routed pictures from a recent 

 show. 
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Scenes from the Nov. LIARS Meeting 
The enjoyment of passing down knowledge!  
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Here are new pickups recently released. Keep in mind, the '66 

short bed pickup and the '65 utility service truck are limited 

production Model King issues, so once they're gone, there will 

be no more.  
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A walk down memory lane, you might identify with it or have similar story to share. Sitting here, dreaming 

of many years ago when life was a bit gentler. Way before the internet gave us social media. 

If you grew up in the baby boom generation 50 or 60 years ago, you will be able to identify with my story. 

Let me share my journey in the early 1960's in the small town of Fairmont, West Virginia, where I was born 

and raised, back when every boy discovered the model car building craze, which has become a part of my life, 

and yours, even today. 

We all had someone who introduced us to this great pass time, put down the ball glove and stick ball, rather 

it was your dad, older brother, cousin, or the cool kid down the block, you were hooked. 

As for me around 1962, it was my dad who moved from model airplanes to the cars that was becoming very 

popular. He preferred the AMT kits, he bought the model T double kit, and built the chopped T, painting it 

blue for me, funny after all these years it is still being reissued today, in his collection he had the AMT '40 Ford 

Sedan, which he modeled after a real one he had, and the popular AMT '36 Ford that he built as a red 

convertible, to name a few. Once again all these can be bought and built to this day, I guess even back then he 

was doing what we are doing today, living his past through model cars. 

Remembering fondly I got a quarter a week allowance, dad made me a deal, he would hold the money and 

buy me a 1/25th  scale kit, which was a $1.50..he was true to his word and brought home a '49 Ford Coupe, the 

first model I built by myself, I was 7 or 8 at the time. 

You could buy models just about anywhere in my hometown. We had a couple book stores that had them 

along with G.C. Murphy's. But the place that sticks out the most in my mind was Myers Drugs on the east side, 

they had the most models I ever saw, stacked to the ceiling in the back of the store, a skyscraper to a 10 year 

old kid! One day I went and bought a model, I may have gotten the money from collecting pop bottles and 

cashing them in for 2 cents each. I had enough to buy a model and a tube of glue. I chose the newly issued AMT 

'53 Studebaker from the mountain of models, My Dad was a Studebaker Man, I learned to drive standing on 

his lap in his '55 parked in the driveway, he later traded it for a brand new '59 black Lark. I couldn't wait to 
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get home to build it! I spent the afternoon on the curb in front the store after getting a straight pin from Mr. 

Myers for the tube of glue, yep even kids could buy glue back then, before they started putting it in paper bags 

and sniffing it, remember the blue and white tubes Testors came out with, that was useless? Got the '53 done, 

couldn't afford paint, broke the parts from the trees. 

Moving on to junior high, I remember when boys brought models to school, David Riggs brought an AMT 

'57 Chevy he had finished, he painted it with that new Testors jade green paint from the can, the metal flake 

made it sparkle in the sun! 

Remember the model car magazines back then, those customized cars were the neatest things you ever seen! 

But to today’s standards, when you thumb through an old mag, they sure look strange to say the least... 

Back then you knew you were going to score at least one model for Christmas, I remember the AMT 

Craftsman '64 Comet one year and the Hillbilly Hot Rod another. 

I must say that we enjoy a hobby that has somehow survived over the years with us to this day, the kits arn't 

a dollar fifty anymore, not available everywhere anymore, I have to travel 30 miles to the closest place to buy 

them. kids today could care less about them. 

There are a few Mom and Pop hobby shops still around trying to survive with us older folks being their main 

customers.  

There are a few chain stores that sell them, just the other day I heard A.C. Moore is going out of business. 

We can get them online from places like this great site ran by our friend Tom Carter, who also comes across 

kits from way back when models were the main game for boys, till girls came into the picture, and models were 

put on hold or abandoned all together! 

But there are diehards like us that never grew away from cutting, sanding, painting, and gluing those plastic 

parts together, and will have "Model Car Builder" in our obituary, like my dad, my sister even put a copy of 

Scale Auto in his coffin with him. 

For some of us, it is now a chore to build, as old age is creeping in, with poor vision, and shaky hands, on our 

knees a lot, no not praying that we can finish another model! But trying to find that part that slipped from our 

fingers, sometimes we find it sometimes we don't! 

Hope you enjoyed the walk down memory lane with me. Anonymous Author 
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Note: LIARS will update this flyer to include models of the 2020 Corvette if released, prior to our 

2020 Model Car Challenge. 

 

That’s it for this month  - - - -Now enjoy the holidays and then go build a model 
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In the event that you forgot how to, read on … 

 

               


